In this work, we study the weak gravitational lensing in the background of Kerr-Newman black hole with quintessential dark energy. Initially, we compute the deflection angle of light by charged black hole with quintessential dark energy by utilizing the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. Firstly, we suppose the light rays on the equatorial plane in the axisymmetric spacetime. In doing so, we first find the corresponding optical metrics and then calculate the Gaussian optical curvature to utilize in GaussBonnet theorem. Consequently, we calculate the deflection angle of light for rotating charged black hole with quintessence. Additionally, we also find the deflection angle of light for Kerr-Newman black hole with quintessential dark energy. In order to verify our results, we derive deflection angle by using null geodesic equations which reduces to the deflection angle of Kerr solution with the reduction of specific parameters. Furthermore, we analyze the graphical behavior of deflection angle Θ w.r.t to quintessence parameter α, impact parameter b, BH charge Q and rotation parameter a. Our graphical analysis retrieve various results regarding to the deflection angle by the Kerr-Newman black hole with quintessential dark energy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Einstein general theory of relativity is based on numerous experimental and observational tests [1] . These tests revealed that the experimental data is compatible with theoretical predictions of this theory, i.e., some of the astrophysical observations [2] like gravitational waves, gravitational lensing, black holes (BHs), wormholes etc. Einstein assumed a universe shape as a single fabric sheet, hewn from space and time. According to this theory, the force of gravity is the result of curvature in space-time and gravitational waves are ripples in the fabric of a universe that are produced by the collision of the massive objects such as BHs. Gravity bends light such phenomenon is known as gravitational lensing. The gravitational lensing is as the distribution of matter between a source and observer, which is capable of bending of light from the source to the observer and the bending of light is one of the prediction of Einstein's theory. Gravitational lensing particularly plays a vital role in the study of distribution of dark matter in universe and for imaging the most distant galaxies. The prediction that light bends when passing near massive objects is valid in Newtonian physics but is more significant in general theory of relativity. The gravitational lensing is very helpful for the detection of the BHs in the universe and this phenomenon indicates that light rays get deflected due to the curvature of spacetime. The gravitational lensing has been classified in the literature as a strong lensing and weak lensing. Strong lensing helps us to find the magnification, position and time delays of the images by BHs. Strong lensing phenomena required in many cases which yields more information from experimental frame of reference to analyze other exotic objects such that monopoles [3] , boson stars [4, 5] , fermion stars [6, 7] etc. While the weak gravitational lensing provide a way to find the mass of astronomical objects without requiring about their composition or dynamical states. Weak lensing also investigates the cause of the accelerated expansion of the universe and also distinguish between modified gravity and dark energy. Recently, scientists detected the event horizon of BH by the reference of Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) [8] ; that's why this concept has claimed a great attention and many astronomer concentrate on it to acquire exact results [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
The intriguing form of energy with positive energy density and large negative pressure is represented as dark energy (DE) [20] - [22] . There are two different approaches to deal with DE such as cosmological constant and quintessence parameter. Cosmological constant (denoted as Greek word Λ) describes the energy density of space [23] whereas the quintessence is a dynamical form of DE which is generated by scalar field [20] . According to some physicists, it has been proposed as a fifth fundamental force. Quintessence differs from cosmological constant as it changes over time due to that it is dynamic, otherwise the cosmological constant by definition does not change [24] . Moreover, ω is an equation of state parameter which divides DE phase in different eras such that DE phase consists of quintessence era for −1 < ω ≤ −1 3 whereas ω = −1 analogous to cosmological constant. In doing so, Gibbon and Werner [25] presented a method to derive deflection angle of light rays by using Gauss Bonnet theorem (GBT). This method is use to find the integral in a finite domain bounded by the light ray. Then, Werner has enlarged this formalism and derive the angle of deflection by a Kerr-Newman BH by using the Nazim's method with Rander-Finsler metric [26] . Recently, Ishihara et al. [27] [28] [29] [30] computed the deflection angle in a static, spherically symmetric and asymptotically flat space by using the finite distance from an observer to a light source. Moreover, the GBT has been stretched out to the wormhole geometries and non-asymptotically flat spacetime with topological effects [31] [32] [33] . A very important contribution has been currently made by Jusufi andÖvgün [34] who discussed about the quantum correction effects on the deflection of light by quantum improved Kerr BH pierced in cosmic string. Stunningly, this method was shown in a suitable way to calculate the deflection angle in spacetimes with topological defects by cosmic strings and global monopoles [35] [36] [37] [38] . This method has been utilized in various papers for different types of spacetimes [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] .
Xu and Wang [52] examined the Kerr-Newman BH in the background of quintessential field. It is considerable that the Newman-Janis algorithm does not involve cosmological constant, therefore they enlarge the Kerr-Newman solution to the Kerr-Newman-AdS solution with quintessential dark energy through direct computations which satisfy the Einstein Maxwell field equations in quintessential dark energy with negative cosmological constant. Moreover, they also investigated the singularity of Kerr-Newman-AdS BH by quintessence dark energy.
In this continuation, we are going to extend this formalism for charged BH in quintessential dark energy and also for Kerr-Newman BH with quintessence. In our analysis, we focus on a non-singular domain outside of the light ray. As for asymptotically flat space, deflection angle Θ can be computed as follows [25] :
where K represents the Gaussian optical curvature and dσ stands for surface element of optical geometry. It is remarkable that the above expression of deflection angle just fulfill the asymptotically flat space, while for nonasymptotically flat metric only a finite distance corrections can be considered. We analyze the graphical behavior of deflection angle with respect to BH charge as well as impact, quintessence and rotation parameters. This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we discuss the deflection angle of rotating charged BH with quintessence. In section 3, we review some basic concepts about Rander-Finsler geometry and compute the Gaussian optical curvature for deflection angle of Kerr-Newman BH with quintessence. In section 4, we calculate the deflection angle for Kerr-Newman BH with quintessence by using GBT. In section 5, we discuss the geodesic equations with the background geometry of Kerr-Newman BH involving quintessential dark energy and compute deflection angle. Section 6 is based on graphical analysis, we discuss deflection angle w.r.t various physical parameters. The last section comprises of concluding remarks and results obtained from graphical analysis.
II. CHARGED BLACK HOLE WITH QUINTESSENTIAL DARK ENERGY
The spacetime metric of charged black hole with quintessential dark energy is [54, 55] 
and then we set the metric into equilateral plane with θ = π 2 , thus the corresponding expressions are
where
and the optical metric is
where G(r) = F(r) + 4m r dφ dt . Then we calculate the Gaussian curvature of the optical charged black hole as follows:
after simplification the Gaussian optical curvature in weak field limit is stated as
Now, by using the GBT and Eq. (2.6), the deflection angle of charged BH with quintessential dark energy is obtained as
It is to be noted that the mass term decreases the deflection angle while quintessence parameter α increases the deflection angle. On the other hand, the deflection angle has an indirect relation with impact parameter b.
III. GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS
This section is devoted to discuss the graphically behavior of deflection angle Θ. We also demonstrate the physical significance of these graphs to analyze the impact of BH charge Q and quintessence α on deflection angle by examining the stability and instability of BH. • Figure 1 shows the behavior of Θ w.r.t impact parameter b.
1. In figure ( i), This plot shows the behavior of Θ with b for fixed Q and varying α. We analyzed that deflection angle initially exponentially decreasing and then goes to positive infinity. We also observed that for 0.01 ≤ α ≤ 1, we obtain the stable behavior. For negative values of α, the deflection angle is negatively decreasing which shows the unstable state of BH. Hence, we analyzed the stable state of BH only for positive α. 2. In figure (ii), This plot represents the behavior of Θ with b for fixed α and varying Q we observed that the deflection angle is gradually decreasing and then goes to positive infinity.
IV. RANDER-FINSLER GEOMETRY: KERR-NEWMAN BLACK HOLE
In this section, we illustrate the charged rotating Kerr-Newman BH in the background of quintessential dark energy. There exist a literature related to this BH recently discussed by Javed and Babar [56] . For this purpose, we consider the line-element of general Kerr-Newman-AdS BH in the back ground of quintessential dark energy, i.e., [57] 
where M is the mass, Q is BH charge, a represents spin and α is quintessence parameter representing dark energy. For Λ = 0, this solution reduces to a charged rotating BH solution in the presence of quintessential dark energy. Thus, for the sake of simplicity, we consider Λ = 0 and also set the metric into equilateral plane with θ = π 2 , thus the corresponding expressions are
It is appropriate to first find the black hole optical metric by imposing the null condition ds 2 = 0, and solving the space-time metric for dt, which yield the generic form as
moreover, the expression ξ ij v i v j can be derived as follows
while, γ i v i can be expressed as
The deformed form of the given metric in Finsler-Randers type can be expressed as [26] F r, φ,
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Notice that these light rays (γ) are also geodesic (γ F ) of the Rander metric. Thus, it is remarkable that Rander-Finsler metricF generalizes the Fermat's principle. The Rander-Finsler metric in the sense that the Hessian
is positive definite, where u ∈ M, v ∈ T u M. In order to continue along the construction of a Riemannian manifold (M,ḡ) which osculate with the Randers manifold (M,F ) by applying the so-called Nazim's method. In order to calculate the Riemannian metricḡ from the Hessian (2.6), we consider a non-zero smooth vector fieldḡ over M containing the tangent vector with the geodesicγF , stated asv(γF ) =u, i.e.,
The geometrical quantities which osculate the Riemannian manifold, for illustration in T u M angle between vectors can be measured by the metricḡ. Thus, the geodesicγF of Randers manifold is also a geodesicγḡ of Riemanian manifold, i.e., (γF =γḡ) by supposition
to start with the Randers-Optical geometry (M,F ), suppose in the equatorial plane, a region D R ⊂ M which is bounded by the light rayγF with co-ordinate radius b and a circular curveγ R with co-ordinate radius R. These curves are as follows [26] γF
Now, consider ς = x/n ∈ (0, 1) across the curveγF and ς = 1 − x/n ∈ (0, 1) across theγR , each point on the geodesicγF directly paired with one point ξ i (n ) on curveγR by letting ς = ς . On the other hand, we also analyze that there is a family of smooth curves u i (σ, ς), in such a way that for each point pair there is precisely one curve which touches the boundary ofγF andγR. In other words we can say that when µ i (ς) = u i (0, ς) then u i (σ, ς) touches the boundary ofγF ,σ represent as a new parameter. Then following equation holdṡ
Similarly, we can say that when ξ i (σ, ς) = u i (1, ς) then u i (σ, ς) touches the curveγR which is as followṡ
In general, we can say that a smooth and non zero tangent vector field
with a group of smooth curves which fulfill the accompanying relation [26] 
As we know that the metric we use is asymptotically plan, so for the deflection angle of the planer light ray we choose
where b gives the minimal radial distance of the light ray and is known as impact parameter. Now we make the following leading terms for the vector field
It is well-known that the vector field which we use is determined by the light ray equation rγ. Where our particular light ray equation shows a straight line approximation, for this straight line approximation we verify our angle of deflection.
A. Gaussian Curvature
In this section we compute the metric components. For this, we use Eqs. (2.6) and (2.17), we get the following non-zero components
withΦ = 2 7/4 (cos (φ)) 4 r 2 + b 2 − 7/2 r 2 (cos (φ)) 2 + 7/4 r 2 .
By neglecting the higher order terms of the angular momentum a we get the determinant of this metric as follows
The Gaussian optical curvature K, is defined as:
So by using Christopher symbols and the non-zero metric components, we get
The last term gives the rotation. Where the function H(r, φ) is as follows 
Where the Gaussian optical curvature depends on the BH parameters, a, M, Q 2 , α. In the next part, by using Gaussian optical curvature we can compute angle of deflection.
V. DEFLECTION ANGLE USING GAUSS BONNET THEOREM
Let the domain (D R ,ḡ) be a simply connected over the osculating Riemannian manifold (M,ḡ) along the boundaries ofγḡ andγR. Furthermore, we define Gaussian curvature as a K of (M,ḡ) and geodesic curvature represents as κ of ∂DR =γḡ ∪γR. Thus by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem
Here dσ is defined as the surface element, Θ n is the exterior angle at the nth vertex, X (D R ) be defined as Euler characteristic number. The geodesic curvature use to determine the deviation from geodesic. Since in case of geodesicsγḡ the geodesic curvature vanishes i-e κ(γḡ) = 0, if an only if,γ is geodesic. Now, our main focuss on calculating κ(γḡ). Which is defined as
Now we considerγ R := r(φ) = R = const, in such a way the radial part states that
It is obvious that the first term vanishes, where by using the unit speed condition (ḡ φφγ φ Rγ φ R ) = 1 we find the second term. Seeing that our optical geometry is asymptotically Euclidean for geodesic curvature, At R → ∞ the geodesic curvature reduces to κ(γ R ) → constant R the optical metric yields
On the other hand we use
Hence, we represent that
By supposition, the source and observer are in the asymptotically Euclidean region, consequently the last equation plainly shows our conclusion that our optical metric is asymptotically Euclidean. So by Gauss-Bonnet theorem geodesic curvature yields that
hence, we obtain
Now by using the straight line approximation of the light ray (r = b sin φ ), we get the total deflection angle
where the positive and negative signs denoted the reversed and rotational movement of light rays.
VI. NULL GEODESICS
Now, by using the variational principle δ LdD = 0 [53] , we find the deflection angle. For this we set θ = π 2 anḋ θ = 0, then we find the following equation for lagrangian
furthermoreṗ = dp dτ and τ stands for affine parameter along the geodesic. Since the metric coefficients do not depend on cyclic coordinates (t, φ), then the conjugate momenta of these cyclic coordinates are represented by (Ω t , Ω φ ) and are preserved. Then the equations of motion are derived fromΩ p − ∂L ∂p = 0 leading tȯ
here Ω p = ∂L ∂ṗ are conjugate momenta to the space-time coordinate p, and for lagrangian represented by
where F and N are constants of motion for a test particle, relating to the energy at infinity and the angular momentum, respectively. Thus the Hamiltonian for a test particle is given by
Now, we consider only massless particles and taking the condition M 2 = 0 for photons. Then we get the following equations of motioṅ
The closest distance r 0 for the metric (8) can be calculated by takingṙ = 0, such that
Then, for bending angle
after simplification we get
now we utilize the change of variables such as w = r 0 /r; Moreover, we replace the impact parameter stated as Eq. (2.47), then we extend in Taylor series about Q, M, a, α and ω. Hence we suppose r 0 b.
VII. GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS
This section is devoted to discuss the graphical behavior of deflection angle Θ. We also demonstrate the impact of BH charge Q, quintessence α, rotation a and impact b parameters on deflection angle by examining the stability and instability of BH. • Figure 2 shows the behavior of Θ w.r.t impact parameter b.
1. In figure ( i), This plot shows the behavior of Θ with b for fixed Q, a and varying α. We analyzed that deflection angle gradually decreasing and then goes to positive infinity. We analyzed the stable behavior of deflection angle only for positive values of quintessence parameter.
2. In figure ( ii), This plot represents the behavior of Θ with b for fixed α, a and varying Q we observed that the deflection angle initially increasing from negative to positive and then gradually decreasing which shows the stable behavior. • Figure 3 shows the behavior of Θ w.r.t impact parameter b. This figure shows the behavior of Θ with b for fixed Q, α and varying a. We observed that for negative value of a the deflection angle is negatively decreasing but for a > 0 deflection angle initially exponentially decreasing and then goes to positive infinity.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed the weak gravitational lensing in the background of Kerr-Newman BH with quintessential dark energy. Initially, we have found the deflection angle of light by slowly rotating charged BH with quintessence by means of GBT. For this purpose, firstly we have consider the photon rays into equatorial plane. Afterthat we have obtained the corresponding optical metric and calculated the Gaussian optical curvature in leading order terms. Consequently, we have calculated the deflection angle of light by slowly rotating charged BH with quintessence. We also investigated the graphical behavior of impact parameter on deflection angle. Deflection angle by slowly rotating Charged BH with Quintessence with respect to Impact parameter:
• The behavior of Θ w.r.t b can be analyzed.
• For particular value of b, we can only obtain the stable behavior for 0.01 ≤ α ≤ 1.
• We observe that for the variation of Q the deflection angle gradually decreasing, which indicates that the BH evolution appears initially from physical stable state to unstable.
In addition, we have also obtained the deflection angle of light by Kerr-Newman BH. Moreover, for verification of our results we have used the null geodesics method and calculated the deflection angle of light by Kerr-Newman BH with quintessence. Our proposed deflection angle of light by Kerr-Newman BH with quintessence reduced into Schwarzschild BH solution by the reduction of BH charge and if we take α = Q = 0 then our results reduced into Kerr solution. The Kerr-Newman BH solution may be applicable in astrophysics. The results we analyzed from the analysis of deflection angle Θ by Kerr-Newman BH with quintessence are generalized as follows: Deflection angle by Kerr-Newman BH with quintessence with respect to Impact parameter:
• The behavior of Θ w.r.t b can be analyzed for the particular range of b.
• We can analyzed the deflection angle by Kerr-Newman BH with quintessence for 0.01 ≤ α ≤ 1.
• We observe that for the variation of Q the deflection angle goes from negative to positive and then decreasing which shows that the deflection angle initially at non-physical unstable state and then goes to stable stable.
• For positive values of a, the deflection angle exponentially decreases then become identical. We can not observe any stable behavior for a < 1.
